HOW DOES ACAPS PRODUCE ANALYSIS?

MONITORING
We monitor more than 160 websites daily, covering about 100 countries

FILTERING
We select and store relevant information, gathering data for a set of robust indicators

ANALYSING
We identify priority needs and trends, and forecast developments

SHARING
We publish timely, relevant, analysis, freely available. Feedback is welcome!
WHAT CAN ACAPS DEVELOP FOR YOU?
Based on our strong methodology, we can develop:

CRISIS ANALYSIS REPORTS

**Briefing notes** - Timely and focused
A humanitarian snapshot based on secondary data that provides essential information on context and immediate needs within 12-24 hours of a disaster

**Thematic reports** - In-depth
A longer focused report analysing a specific topic, place or population group

**Country profiles** - Baseline picture
A summary of key conditions that may impact the humanitarian situation. Geographic, political, social, and economic data outline potential drivers, while sector-specific information gives pre-crisis data

FORECASTING REPORTS

**Anticipatory reports** - Imminent planning
A warning of a potentially imminent change in a circumstance that is expected to have humanitarian consequences and may therefore require additional response capacity and preparedness measures

**Risk analyses** - Long term preparedness
A forward looking analysis of current events and past trends within 3-6 months period in order to assess the likelihood of a risk occurring and its potential humanitarian impact